Abstract. Bottom-Up-Heapsort is a variant of Heapsort. Its worst-case complexity for the number of comparisons is known to be bounded from above by ~n log n + O(n), where n is the number of elements to be sorted. There is also an example of a heap which needs 88 log n -O(n log log n) comparisons. We show in this paper that the upper bound is asymptotically tight, i.e., we prove for large n the existence of heaps which need at least -~n log n -O(n log log n) comparisons. This result also proves the old conjecture that the best case for classical Heapsort needs only asymptotic n log n + O(n log log n) comparisons.
1. Introduction. Bottom-Up-Heapsort is a variant of the classical Heapsort algorithm due to Williams [Wi] and Floyd IF] and was first presented in 1987 by Carlsson [C2] who tried to analyze its average behavior; in 1989 Wegener gave a more detailed analysis [W1] . The input to both algorithms is an array all..n] of n elements from an ordered set S which are to be sorted. We measure the complexity of the algorithms in terms of the number of comparisons; firstly, because comparisons are usually the most expensive operations, and, secondly, because each comparison is preceded by only a (small) constant number of other calculations.
First the elements are arranged in form of a heap (heap creation phase) with the biggest element at the root. This means that the array is considered as a binary tree where node i has children 2i and 2i + 1, and that a parent node contains a bigger element than its children (see Section 2 for details). This requires O(n) time [Wi] . Then the selection phase which consists of n rearrangement steps follows. In each rearrangement step the root element changes place with the last active element in the array and becomes inactive; then the heap is rearranged with respect to the remaining active elements. So the size of the heap decreases by one. Since the root always contains the biggest heap element, the array is filled step by step from the end with elements in decreasing order.
The classical rearrangement procedure works as follows [M] . At the beginning the root contains a former leaf element (the last active array element is always a leaf). This element is repeatedly swapped with the largest one of its children until it is bigger than both of its children or it is a leaf. At each level two comparisons are made. Hence the total complexity of the selection phase might be as big as 2n log n. In Bottom-Up-Heapsort the rearrangement procedure is changed in the following way. We first compute the special path [Wl] which is the path on which the leaf element would sink in the classical rearrangement procedure. This is the unique path with the property that any node on it (except the root) is bigger than its sibling, and costs only one comparison per level. Then we let our leaf element climb the special path up to its destination node at the additional cost of one comparison per level.
This algorithm tries to make use of the intuitive idea that leaf elements are likely to sink back down almost to the bottom of the heap, so we can expect climbing up to be cheaper than sinking down. In fact, Wegener [Wl] showed an upper bound of ~n log n + O(n) for Bottom-Up-Heapsort. He also conjectured a tighter upper bound of n log n + o(n log n), but this was disproved by Fleischer et al. [FSU] who constructed a heap with an asymptotic lower bound of 88 log n -O(n log log n). In this paper we give a construction of a heap that improves the lower bound to asymptotic ~n log n-O(n log log n) comparison which matches the upper bound. This bound also implies an asymptotic upper bound of n log ~ n + O(n log log n) for the best case of the classical Heapsort algorithm, as has been suspected for many years. This conjecture has recently been proven independently by Schaffer and Sedgewick [SS] using very similar methods.
The construction is an improvement on our previous work [FSU] . In that paper we constructed a heap where the first n/2 rearrangement steps of Bottom-UpHeapsort needed nearly 88 log n comparisons. After that, the active heap was the initial heap without its leaf-level which then contained the n/2 biggest elements in sorted order. Unfortunately, we could say nothing nontrivial about the remaining rearrangement steps; hence we were limited to a lower bound of 88 log n.
In this paper we use the same general ideas but many details are quite different. Also the proof techniques have changed completely. The advantage is that we can now iterate the above procedure, i.e., we can prove that not only the leaf-level but many levels of the heap are expensive. This gives the asymptotic optimal lower bound.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the classical Heapsort algorithm and the Bottom-Up-Heapsort algorithm in detail. In Section 3 we give our definitions and prove some simple properties of heaps. In Section 4 we explain the heap construction which is followed by the complexity analysis in Section 5. We conclude with some remarks in Section 6. Bottom-Up-Heapsort. In this section we give the programs of the two Heapsort versions in detail. We follow the notations of [Wl] fulfilled for all positions. Thus the array is considered as a binary tree, where the children of node i are the nodes 2i (if 2i < n) and 2i + 1 (if 2i + 1 < n). We now give the classical Heapsort algorithm. 
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Procedure bottom-up-rearrange(m, i)
(* check the ith element of a heap of size m *)
We first search for the leaf that we can reach by starting at node i and always going down to the child containing the bigger element. We call this leaf the special leaf and the corresponding path special path. This is done by the procedure leaf-search.
Procedure leaf-search(m, i, j) (* search the special path starting at node i in a heap of size m; the leaf will be returned in j *)
(1) j:= i; (2) while 2j < m do
else j:= 2j + 1; od; (3) if2j = m then j.'= m;
We now climb up the special path and look for the destination position of element i which is the same position as computed by the rearrange procedure above. This is done by the procedure bottom-up-search.
Procedure bottom-up-search(/, j) (* let the ith element climb up the tree starting at node j; j is the output of leaf-search(m, i,j) *)
Now we have to shift up the elements of the ancestors of the computed position on the special path. This is done by the procedure interchange. j:= Lj/2J; od 3. Basic Properties. In this section we give our definitions and prove some basic lemmas about heaps. Without loss of generality we only construct heaps of size n = 2" -1, i.e., the heap is a complete binary tree of height m. Since we are only interested in asymptotic bounds this is sufficient. However, it is quite obvious from the construction in Section 4 that the complexity bound stated in Theorem 4.1 can be obtained for heaps of any size. After the first 2"-~ steps of Bottom-UpHeapsort the leaves of the initial tree are deleted (and filled with the 2"-1 biggest elements) and the remaining active heap is a complete binary tree of height m -1. We call this deletion of the leaf-level a stage of the algorithm. Bottom-Up-Heapsort consists of m -1 stages.
To achieve high complexity in a stage, many leaf elements must climb up the tree to high destination nodes. The upper bound proof [Wl] , [FSU] shows that only about half of the leaf elements can have this property at all. We construct a heap such that for many consecutive stages nearly half of the leaf elements are sent to high destinations. Thus its complexity is very close to the upper bound. Our construction is based on the two types of heaps defined below, both of which have the above property for the first stage. After the first stage the resulting heap will be of the other type (at least if it is still big enough). First we need some notations for some particular parts of a heap (see Figure 1 ). Let k be a fixed constant to be defined later and let Hm be a complete heap of height m with k + log k + 1 < m < 2k -4.
The root is called r. The first k levels of Hr, are a complete binary tree called B (which always contain big elements). The left subtree of/)i is called Di, the right subtree is called E~. D~ and E i both have height m -k and size 2 m-k _ 1 > 2k -1.
We distinguish between Type-I and Type-II Heaps according to the following conditions (of course, there are also heaps which are of neither type but they do not occur in our construction). Where no ambiguity is possible in the context we also write w for the element stored in a node w and F for the set of elements stored in a heap F. For two sets A and B we write A < B iff, Va ~ A, b~B,a<b. (1) F left is the leftmost leaf of F.
(2) Let G be a heap of smaller size than F. F is a predecessor of G if Bottom-UpHeapsort started with input heap F will end up with heap G after some rearrangement steps. First we show that these definitions make sense, i.e., we show Now we make the following crucial observation.
LEMMA 3.3 (One-step Lemma). Let F, be a heap of n elements stored in all..n-1.
Let b be any element bigger than F n and let c be any element of F n with c < a[l(n + 1)/2],1 (node [_(n + 1)/2] is the father of node n + 1). Then there exists a heap F,+ 1 ofn + 1 elements with b stored at the root and a[n + 1,1 = c which is a predecessor of F,.
PROOF. Let p be the path in F, from the root to the node where c is stored. Move c to a[n + 1,1. Then move all the remaining elements of p down one level along p. Finally put b into the root. The tree thus obtained has the following properties: it is a heap (because it was a heap before) and p is the upper part of the special path (any element of p was replaced by its father, thus becoming the bigger sibling). Hence the first rearrangement step of Bottom-Up-Heapsort will transform F,+ 1 into F,.
[] From this two more useful lemmas follow immediately. Figure 3) .
LEMMA 3.4 (Filling Lemma). Let F be a complete heap and let F 1 be some subset of F with F 1 < F -F 1. Then there exists a heap which is a predecessor of F and whose lowest level consists only of the IF1[ leftmost positions filled with the elements ofF1 (see
PROOF. An element of F~ is called wrong if it is not at the final lowest level or
if it has an Fx-father. Apply the One-step Lemma I Fll times to the smallest wrong We remark that there is a tradeoff (within some limits) between the factor c,.'= 1 -(1/log 2 n) of the whole term and the factor 8 of the log log n term by choosing other values of k together with another number of stages. Algorithm 1 has constructed a heap Hm+ 1 of height m + 1. It remains to show that it is a type-I heap. An upper index II denotes the old elements of Hm.
F~-element. [] LEMMA 3.5 (Below Lemma). Let F and G be complete heaps of the same size. Let F = F1 u F 2 where F 2 are some leaves of the left subtree ofF, and let G = G1 u G2 where G2 are some leaves of G (see Figure 4). If F1 > G1, F2 > G2, and I G21 > 21F2 t, then G -< F.
F~ G2
(1.1) We have to show Di < E i_ 1, 2 < i < 21. Di only contains the old elements v~ ~, D] ~, and E]~; v~ ~ is the biggest of them. E 1 contains only the k -1 old elements from the path to father(v~) = father(v~) and A~; (II.3) implies D2 < El. If i > 3, then E i_ 1 contains at most k -2 old elements from the path to father(v~l_l); they are stored in the left half of Ei_ 1 and they are bigger than E~ l by (11.2); since lEVI[ > 2(k -2) the Below Lemma can be applied.
(1.2) A 2 was filled with new elements in iterations i > l + 1 whereas E 2 can only contain new elements of iterations i < I. Hence E 2 < A 2. (1.3) E] eft is an old element from the path to father(v~) which is bigger than D 1. comparisons.
PROOF. We have to search 2 ~ special paths at the cost of at least m -1 each. Then the leaf elements will climb up the special path to their destination nodes. In iterations i, 2 < i < 21, a = 2 m-k -k + 1 leaf elements climb up to A I or A2 which costs at least k; all other leaf elements need at least one comparison each. . Conclusions. For any given m, we showed how to construct a heap of height m which forces Bottom-Up-Heapsort to make nearly 3n log n comparisons. This matches the upper bound asymptotically up to low-order terms [Wl] . Furthermore, this problem is closely related to the old problem of finding the best case for the classical Heapsort algorithm; the immediate consequence is that Heapsort needs only asymptotic n log n + O(n log n) comparisons for our heap. Another open problem about both variants of Heapsort is their average running time. We refer to [Wl] for details and to [SS] for a good bound on the average running time.
